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The Menu of Java Love Coffee from Montclair contains about 17 different dishes and drinks. On average, you
pay for a dish / drink about $6.4. What A C likes about Java Love Coffee:

Updated review i originally had purchased BYOC beans that were incorrectly weighted. Java Love asked i return
for my missing beans. It took me a few days to return but once I did I got my missing beans. Thank you!It truly
was a mishap and Java Love handled it perfectly, unlike my angry review…Thank you Java Love for putting up

with upset customers and addressing the issue. read more. In pleasant weather you can even have something in
the outdoor area, And into the accessible spaces also come guests with wheelchairs or physiological disabilities.

What Amor Young doesn't like about Java Love Coffee:
I love their coffee at the other location...but the service at this location is less than desirable. From not even

acknowledging when I say hello to just sliding a random cup over to me, which I ask if it is mine and get grunted
at. I felt like I was inconveniencing them only to be served a lukewarm Americano with super hot attitude. read

more. For customers of the restaurant, the catering service is also available, here they serve a appetizing
brunch in the morning. In this locale there is also an comprehensive selection of coffee and tea specialties not to

forget, Here you'll find sweet pastries and cake, small snacks and chilled refreshments and hot beverages.
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Desser�
MATCHA

Pastr�, Sweet� & Truffe�
SCONE $3.8

Grab-N-G�
GRANOLA BARS $4.8

Frenc�
CROISSANT

Specialit� Beverage�
HOT LATTE $4.0

...
DRIP COFFEE $2.5

Bottle� Beverage� & Staple�
REAL TASTE NIRVANA COCONUT
WATER $4.0

Drink�
16 OZ KOMBUCHA $5.0

DRINKS

Coffe�
MATCHA LATTE

CAFÉ

Ingredient� Use�
BEANS

MILK

Barist� Ho� Lis�: Isolatio�
Editio�
HONEY, I'M (STUCK AT) HOME! $4.0

ENCOURAGEMINT TEA $3.5

Bul� Ice� JL Col� Brew an�
Te�
DECAF COLD BREW
CONCENTRATE $18.0
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ICED VANILLA OAT LATTE $15.0
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Opening Hours:
Monday 08:00 -18:00
Tuesday 08:00 -18:00
Wednesday 08:00 -18:00
Thursday 08:00 -18:00
Friday 08:00 -18:00
Saturday 08:00 -18:00
Sunday 08:00 -18:00
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